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AUDIT REPORT IN BRIEF
Empire City Subway (ECS), a subsidiary of Verizon, is the largest telecommunications
conduit provider in New York City. ECS has a franchise from the City of New York to design,
construct, and maintain subsurface electrical conduit and manhole infrastructure in Manhattan
and the Bronx, which ECS rents to telecommunications and cable television service providers.
The franchise agreement was executed on May 15, 1891, for perpetuity, and is now administered
by Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT). ECS maintains
an inventory of more than 213,800 conduits under the streets of Manhattan and the Bronx.
We performed an audit to determine whether ECS accurately reported its annual profit
and paid its franchise tax payments on a timely basis, and whether DoITT has ensured that ECS
complied with the provisions of the agreement.
Audit Findings and Conclusions
ECS generally adhered to the requirements of the license agreement and paid all
franchise tax payments that were due during the audit period in a timely manner. However, ECS
financial statements were not certified by an independent public accounting firm. Moreover,
ECS did not apply depreciation consistently and overstated gross conduit valuation for the
purposes of calculating excess profits that may be due the City by including the costs of
unassigned and unidentified conduits. Therefore, since 1994 ECS annually reported less than 10
percent profit, which resulted in no payments due the City. In addition, because the deficits are
cumulative, ECS overstated its accumulated deficit, which is used to offset any future excess
profit payments due the City. This minimizes the probability of the City’s receiving additional
payments under the excess profits contract clause.
DoITT has not ensured that ECS effectively manages, constructs, or retires conduits,
which reduces the possibility of additional fees being paid to the City due to ECS excess profits
(i.e., greater than 10 percent of gross plant value).
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In a related matter, we believe that DoITT should consider seeking legislative change
stating that it is just and reasonable to set the conduit rental rate at a competitive level that
permits the contract to generate revenue for the City. A new rate should take into account the rate
of inflation and be comparable to conduit rental rates charged in other cities.
Audit Recommendations
We make eight recommendations to ECS, including the following, that ECS:


Apply depreciation consistently when calculating annual net profit and accumulated
deficits.



Readjust calculations of net income and associated deficit amounts.



Maintain accurate and complete financial records as required by the agreement.



Identify the tenants occupying all the unidentified conduits and bill those tenants.
Once the tenants are being billed, the construction associated with those conduits can
be added back to gross plant assets.



Update the Duct Utilization System (ECS’s conduit-tracking system) to provide more
appropriate information about the status of conduits.

We make two recommendations to DoITT, that it:
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Undertake a more assertive role in overseeing the construction and management of
the overall conduit infrastructure system so that the plant valuation is not inflated
with unnecessary construction costs for the purposes of calculating excess profits and
payments that may be due the City.



Consider seeking legislative change stating that it is just and reasonable to set the
conduit rental rate at a competitive level that permits the contract to generate revenue
for the City. A new rate should take into account the rate of inflation and be
comparable to conduit rental rates charged in other cities.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
ECS, a subsidiary of Verizon, is the largest telecommunications conduit provider in New
York City. ECS has a franchise from the City of New York to design, construct, and maintain
subsurface electrical conduit and manhole infrastructure in Manhattan and the Bronx, which ECS
rents to telecommunications and cable television service providers. (The two biggest customers
are Verizon and the City of New York.) ECS also provides its customers an array of services to
facilitate the installation, maintenance, and protection of underground cables in the metropolitan
area.
The franchise agreement was executed on May 15, 1891, for perpetuity, between the New
York City Board of Electrical Control and ECS. The agreement, previously administered by the
Department of General Services, is now administered by DoITT. According to the agreement,
ECS provides conduits to the City without charge.
ECS maintains an inventory of more than 213,800 conduits under the streets of
Manhattan and the Bronx. According to inventory records dated December 31, 2008, conduits
are classified into five categories: those rented to Verizon, those rented to third-party tenants,
and those that produce no revenue and are assigned to the City of New York and unidentified
tenants, or that are unassigned or vacant conduits. (See Table 1 below.)
Table 1
ECS Conduit Inventory

Category

Verizon
Third Party
Unassigned
City of New York
Unidentified
Total =

Rental
No. of
No. of Feet Billings
Conduits
2008
(million)
131,257
35,989
31,855
14,361
339
213,801

40.8 million
10.9 million
9.6 million
3.9 million
83,157

$35.7
$9.8
NA
NA
NA

Percent
of
Billing
78.5
21.5
NA
NA
NA

$45.5

ECS pays the New York City Department of Finance (DOF) special franchise tax
payments based on an annual assessed value of the conduits. The payments are calculated on the
basis of real estate tax rates for Manhattan and the Bronx. For Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009, ECS
paid the City $18.1 million and $19.3 million in franchise tax payments, respectively.
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The agreement also provides for the City to share in any excess profits earned by ECS
above a certain threshold. When net annual income exceeds 10 percent of actual cash capital
invested in the conduits (i.e., gross plant assets), the excess is payable to the City. However, if
the return on invested capital is less than 10 percent, the amount below the 10 percent threshold
may be accumulated and used to offset any excess profits earned in future years. According to a
1984 Comptroller’s Office audit, #J83-821, entitled Audit Report on a Contract With Empire
City Subway Company, Ltd., ECS had never made any excess profit payments since the
agreement’s inception because the 10 percent threshold had never been exceeded. According to
ECS, the financial data for the years prior to 1994 is unavailable; the financial data post-1994
shows that ECS has not exceeded the 10 percent threshold.
Objectives
The objectives of this audit were to determine whether ECS accurately reported its annual
profit and paid its franchise tax payments on a timely basis, and whether DoITT has ensured that
ECS complied with the provisions of the agreement.

Scope and Methodology
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. This audit was conducted in
accordance with the audit responsibilities of the City Comptroller as set forth in Chapter 5, §93,
of the New York City Charter.
This audit covered the period from January 1, 2007, to June 30, 2009.
To determine whether ECS paid its franchise tax payments on a timely basis, we
reviewed the Quarterly Statement of Account for franchise tax payments due that was issued by
DOF for the period July 1, 2007, to June 30, 2009. We then compared it to the history of
payments made by ECS as recorded in DOF’s online Web site “NYC Property, Account History
file” and traced these payments to ECS’s cancelled checks.
To determine whether ECS accurately reported its annual profit, we obtained and
reviewed copies of ECS’s financial statements, including internal profit and loss statements from
1994 (the earliest year available) through 2008.
To determine the accuracy of the accumulated profit or deficit amount reported by ECS
on December 31, 2008, we requested from ECS and DoITT the financial statements from 1983
through 2008 to continue the analysis presented in the previous audit. We analyzed the
statements to determine how ECS calculates its profit or loss and how it reports the cumulative
profits or deficits annually. We also reviewed the statements to determine whether consistent
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reporting methods were used and whether ECS is reporting all income and expenses in a
reasonable manner. We reviewed the conduits listed on the ECS conduit-tracking system known
as the Duct Utilization System to ascertain which types of conduits are included as gross plant
and, therefore, part of the computation for potential excess profits.
To determine whether DoITT is properly monitoring ECS’s compliance with the
agreement’s provisions, we met with DoITT officials to identify the processes for monitoring the
contract. We requested from DoITT the reports it receives from ECS concerning operating
profits, balance sheets, and accumulated deficit schedules. We also reviewed memorandums,
consultant reports, and other correspondence provided by DoITT and ECS pertaining to the
agreement.
ECS requested a rate increase in 2001. We expanded our scope to determine whether
such a rate increase for conduit rentals is currently warranted. We analyzed ECS’s financial
statements, examined its trend of expenses and income, and reviewed the ECS rate request
submitted in 2001. We also reviewed the conduit rates charged in three northeastern cities in the
United States to determine whether ECS rates are competitive with rates charged in those cities.
Discussion of Audit Results
The matters covered in this report were discussed with DoITT and ECS officials during
and at the conclusion of this audit. A preliminary draft report was sent to DoITT and ECS
officials and was discussed at an exit conference held on January 8, 2010. On February 8, 2010,
we submitted a draft report to DoITT and ECS officials with a request for comments. That report
had a new section concerning the rate increase requested by ECS. DoITT contacted us to discuss
the new section. On March 12, 2010, we submitted a revised draft report with a request for
comments. We received written responses from ECS and DoITT on March 19, 2010.
ECS in its response indicated that it disagreed with the findings and recommendations
that pertained to ECS.
DoITT in its response stated, “DoITT generally concurs with the draft audit’s
recommendations” addressed to ECS. DoITT further stated that it “will consider pursuing a
legislative change that would expand the City’s discretion in ECS rate-setting, including
potential revenue-generation.”
The full texts of the responses from ECS and DoITT are included as addenda to this
report.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ECS generally adhered to the requirements of the license agreement and paid all
franchise tax payments that were due during the audit period in a timely manner. However, ECS
financial statements were not certified by an independent public accounting firm. Moreover,
ECS did not apply depreciation consistently and overstated gross conduit valuation for the
purposes of calculating excess profits that may be due the City by including the costs of
unassigned and unidentified conduits. Therefore, since 1994 ECS annually reported less than 10
percent profit, which resulted in no payments due the City. In addition, because the deficits are
cumulative, ECS overstated its accumulated deficit, which are used to offset any future excess
profit payments due the City. This minimizes the probability of the City’s ever receiving
additional payments under the excess profits contract clause.
DoITT has not ensured that ECS effectively manages, constructs, or retires conduits
which reduces the possibility of additional fees being paid to the City due to ECS excess profits
(i.e., greater than 10 percent of gross plant value).
In a related matter, we believe that DoITT should consider seeking legislative change
stating that it is just and reasonable to set the conduit rental rate at a competitive level that
permits the contract to generate revenue for the City. A new rate should take into account the rate
of inflation and be comparable to conduit rental rates charged in other cities.
These matters are discussed in greater detail below.
Financial Statements Not Independently Certified
ECS financial statements are not certified by an independent public accounting firm, as
recommended in Comptroller’s Office 1984 audit #J83-821. That audit concluded that ECS
“should file its certified financial statements annually with DGS [Department of General
Services] and the Comptroller.” Moreover, section VI (4) of ECS’s agreement with the City of
New York states that ECS shall “on the first day of October of each year, make and return a
statement to the Comptroller of the City of New York, in such a form and verified as he may
require and prescribe for the year ending the next preceding day of September.”
ECS officials informed us that ECS does not have its financial statements independently
audited and certified because they are included as part of the financial statements of its parent
company, Verizon. The officials claimed they were not aware of the requirement to certify
separately the financial statements of ECS operations. ECS had gross revenue of $124.6 million
for the year ending December 31, 2008. However, the lack of separate, certified financial
statements for ECS prevents DoITT from ensuring the accuracy and integrity of ECS financial
activities, and from ascertaining whether the City should be collecting excess profit payments.
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Recommendation
1. ECS should immediately employ an independent public accounting firm and issue
separate certified financial statements for the year ending December 31, 2008, and in
all future years.
ECS Response: ECS disagreed with the above recommendation, and stated: “ECS does
not believe that certified financials are warranted given the size of its existing deficit, the
significant additional cost of obtaining statements certified by a third party on annual
basis, and its willingness to have its financial statements certified annually by a member
of its senior management.”
DoITT Response: DoITT agreed with this recommendation, and stated, “ECS should
employ an independent accounting firm and issue certified financial statements for
calendar 2008 and future years.”
Auditor Comment: The contract requires ECS to “make and return a [financial]
statement to the Comptroller of the City of New York, in such a form and verified as he
may require.” Therefore, not filing the certified financial statements as recommended in
our last report and now in this report, is a violation of this provision of the contract.
Having certified financial statements would ensure that ECS is properly recording
revenue and expenses and that the “existing deficit,” which ECS referred to, is accurate.
A Certified Public Accountant would have noted that the depreciation was not being
applied consistently. It is noteworthy that DoITT agreed with this recommendation and
should therefore require ECS to comply.
Overstated Deficits
The agreement requires ECS to pay the City excess profits if net annual income exceeds
10 percent of gross assets. Alternatively, net income that is less than the 10 percent threshold
may be accumulated as a deficit and used to offset any excess profits earned in future years. Our
review indicated that ECS overstated by $133.3 million (43.7 percent) the value of the
accumulated $305 million deficit for operating years 1994 to 2008.1 As a result, the amount of
the accumulated deficit is inflated and any potential excess profit due the City in future years will
be reduced. We attribute this situation to the inconsistent method by which ECS applies
depreciation in calculating net income and gross plant assets. ECS is further overstating its gross
plant valuation by including $85 million of non-revenue-producing conduits that are unassigned
or are occupied by unidentified tenants.

1

We could not ascertain the amount of the accumulated deficit prior to 1994, as required by agreement
section VI, because ECS could not provide us with any financial records predating 1994. Therefore, all the
calculations of accumulated deficit were based on uncertified financial statements provided by ECS for the
period 1994 through 2008.
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Depreciation Applied Inconsistently
Although ECS records the amount of net income after deducting depreciation expenses,
the amount of gross plant assets is recorded without similarly deducting depreciation.
Consequently, the value of net income is unreasonably low compared to the value of plant assets.
Thus, in ascertaining the amount of the excess profit or deficit for the year ending December 31,
2008, we calculated that the deficit should have been $1,496,652—far lower than the
$12,005,806 amount that was figured by ECS. (See Table 2 below.)

Table 2
Comparative Methodologies for Calculating
Excess Profit or Deficit Amounts for the Year Ending December 31, 2008
ECS
Methodology

Auditors
Methodology

$35,708,643
$10,509,154

$35,708,643
$0

Adjusted Net Income

$25,199,489

$35,708,643

Average Gross Plant
Depreciation
10 Percent Threshold
Less Adjusted Net Income

$372,052,953
$0
$37,205,295
$25,199,489

$372,052,953
$0
$37,205,295
$35,708,643

$12,005,806

$1,496,652

Item
Net Income (a)
Less Depreciation

Deficit Amount

(a) It should be noted that in 2008 ECS realized a one-time gain of $32,787,500 associated with the sale of a building.

The amount of the deficit is significant because if net annual income does not exceed 10
percent of gross plant assets, the deficit can be accumulated and used to reduce any excess profit
in future years. Inconsistent application of depreciation overstates the value of the deficit
amount.
Section VI of the agreement refers to 10 percent of “net annual profit” as the threshold to
be exceeded for determining either when payments should be made to the City or when deficits
could accumulate for future years. Although the agreement does not specifically address how
ECS should apply depreciation, we believe that ECS should be consistent in its application in
order to maintain the integrity of its agreement with the City. When the agreement was executed
in 1891, Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) had not yet been established, and
depreciation was not a method of accounting accepted by industry. It was not until 1909 that the
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Supreme Court recognized the legitimacy of depreciation accounting. However, we contend that
applying depreciation in a consistent manner would yield the correct and equitable value of the
annual and accumulated deficit amounts that mirror the true intent of the franchise agreement.
ECS Response: ECS responded that it calculates the accumulated deficit in accordance
with the terms of the 1891 Agreement.
Auditor Comment: Although, ECS stated that “it calculates the accumulated deficit in
accordance with the terms of the 1891 Agreement,” ECS did not give any explanation for
its not valuing income and gross plant assets consistently. The 1891 agreement, which
was executed prior to the establishment of GAAP, could not have envisioned a future
time in which “income” could be substantially reduced by “depreciation expense.”
Therefore, there could not be a provision in the 1891 agreement that would require
consistency in valuing income and gross plants. To ensure that the agreement is
equitable for ECS and the City, ECS should implement our recommendations and apply
depreciation consistently when calculating annual net profit and accumulated deficits.
Recommendations
ECS should, for the purposes of calculating excess profits and payments that may be due
the City:
2. Apply depreciation consistently when calculating annual net profit and accumulated
deficits.
3. Readjust calculations of net income and associated deficit amounts.
4. Maintain accurate and complete financial records as required by the agreement.

ECS Response: ECS did not respond to these recommendations.
DoITT Response: DoITT agreed with the above recommendations and stated that ECS
should apply depreciation consistently when calculating annual net profit and
accumulated deficits, readjust calculations of net income and associated deficit amounts
and, of course, maintain accurate and complete financial records as required by the
agreement.
Auditor Comment: DoITT should require ECS to make the necessary changes so as to
comply with the above recommendations.

Gross Plant Assets Overstated
ECS overstated the value of gross plant assets by including in inventory the costs of
unassigned conduits. The effect of this is to reduce the possibility of additional fees being paid to
the City because of ECS excess profits (i.e., greater than 10 percent of gross plant). Many of
9
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these unused or dormant conduits may be nonoperational or have no marketability. ECS
inventory records lists over 16,000 of these conduits as built in the late 1800s and early 1900s.
We also found that ECS is also building new conduits when there is no apparent need or request
for them (approximately 10,000 unassigned conduits were built in the last nine years). Unused
conduits are classified by ECS in their records as unassigned conduits. As of December 31, 2008,
the ECS conduit inventory identified 31,855 unassigned conduits at a value of almost $85
million. When ECS retires a conduit that is deemed unusable, it removes the costs to construct
that conduit from the gross plant value.
We found instances in which new conduits were built and then retired a few years later
without ever being used. For example, 213 (61 percent) of the 349 unassigned conduits retired in
2007, which were constructed between 2001 and 2004, were never used. In other instances, we
found that vacated conduits are added to the list of unassigned conduits and are never reoccupied
by another tenant. For example, 590 conduits retired in 2007 had been vacated between 2001 and
2006 and were not reoccupied before being retired.
Some of the conduits were installed despite no apparent need, and, lacking tenants,
remained vacant. Thus, of 1,484 conduits added to the conduit inventory in 2007, 1,048 (71
percent) were vacant and lacked tenants as of February 2009. As an example, in 2006, ECS built
48 conduits costing approximately $300,000 in two sections around Nassau Street and Maiden
Lane in lower Manhattan. As of 2009, only one of these 48 conduits has been in use. However,
we found that ECS records identified 6 spare conduits built prior to 2006 that were available in
the same area. Given the availability of the 6 spare conduits, it appears that there was no need for
the construction of the new conduits.
Nonetheless, these now dormant conduits were
constructed and their cost was added to the value of gross plant assets used to calculate the
annual and accumulated deficit against the franchise agreement.
In another example, in 2003, ECS built 8 new conduits at a cost of $72,760 in an area
(Second Avenue in the 70s) where there already existed 13 unassigned conduits. 2 According to
ECS, the 13 conduits were built in 1930. ECS explained that they decided to build new conduits
in 2003 because at an unknown time the 13 unassigned conduits were deemed inadequate and
needed to be replaced but were never retired. According to ECS officials, before they can retire
a conduit, they must be sealed. ECS has since retired some of the newly constructed conduits
but not the 13 unassigned conduits that ECS deemed inadequate and needed replacement.

Conduits Built as Part of a Municipal Project
According to ECS there were 19 projects with 55 conduit sections between 2005 and
2008 in which 903 conduits were installed as part of ongoing City projects referred to as
“municipal projects.” Municipal projects are instances in which the City hires a private
2

It is important to note that four of the eight newly constructed conduits valued at $36,358 were never used
and were retired in 2007. In retiring them, ECS cited low demand for conduits at this site. Of the remaining
four conduits, three are still vacant and have yet to be rented since their construction in 2003. In summary,
of these eight conduits, only one is occupied (by AT&T Local Services).
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contractor to perform various sub-surface construction or road work that will result in the
resurfacing of the street. ECS is given the opportunity to place conduits below the street before it
is resurfaced. ECS does not do any of the work. Instead, all work is done by the private
contractors. ECS officials informed us that conduit installation by private contractor usually
costs 20 to 30 percent higher than if ECS had done the work.
Our analysis of the 55 conduit sections revealed that 6 sections used the conduits fully.
Thirty-six sections comprising 556 conduits, costing $3,215,618, have remained vacant since
being built. Twelve sections comprised 262 conduits, of which only 28 conduits are being used.
Finally, one section comprised 24 conduits built in 2006 at a cost of $437,200 that were never
used and were retired in 2007 (ECS stated at the exit conference that the retirement may have
resulted from the expansion of the World Trade Center project.)
In all these cases, by not retiring conduits on a timely basis, ECS continues to include
their construction costs in gross plant valuation. As a result, the amount of the annual and
accumulated deficits has been overstated. Accordingly, ECS should not include the cost of newly
installed and unassigned conduits in the gross plant until the conduits are occupied by a tenant.
Furthermore, ECS should ensure that the construction costs associated with newly vacated
conduits are removed promptly from gross plant valuation and not wait until the conduit is
retired from the inventory. If in the future another tenant occupies the vacated conduit, the
construction costs can be added back to the gross plant valuation.
At the exit conference, ECS stated that when building new conduits it was appropriate to
build additional unrequested conduits in order not to have to reopen streets in the future if
additional conduits might be needed. ECS also indicated that it could not predict in advance how
many future conduits might be needed.
However, our analysis of the ECS data indicates that of the 1,026 newly constructed
conduits in 2008, 721 are vacant, 277 are occupied by Verizon (the parent company), and only
28 are occupied by other tenants. In 2007, the statistics are even more disturbing. Of the 1,484
newly constructed conduits, 1,048 are vacant, 432 are occupied by Verizon, and only four are
occupied by other vendors. In aggregate, for these two years, out of 2,510 newly constructed
conduits, only 32 are occupied by vendors other than Verizon, or less than 1.3 percent of the
total.
Accordingly, since less than 1.3 percent of the conduits constructed are being used by
outside vendors, it appears that ECS should be able to better forecast its future needs. ECS may
choose to build an excess of 70 percent of unassigned conduits to have at its disposal for
potential future needs without incurring any additional costs in the future. As previously
discussed, the costs associated with building the unassigned conduits should not be added to the
gross plant valuation until the conduits are actually occupied.
This is further supported by another analysis, which found that 94 percent of the conduits
vacant on December 31, 2006, remained vacant or were retired as of March 20, 2009.
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Unidentified Conduits
Another group of conduits that are included in ECS’s inventory are those conduits that
are in the unidentified category. Unidentified conduits are conduits that according to ECS are
being used by tenants that ECS has not identified. Obviously, these unidentified tenants are not
charged a rental fee. As long as ECS does not identify these tenants and chooses to forgo the
rental fees due, the construction costs associated with these conduits should be excluded from
gross plant valuation. Allowing the value of unidentified conduits to be included in gross plant
valuation inflates the conduit inventory valuation with non-revenue-producing conduits and
diminishes the financial incentive to ensure that ECS identifies and bills the occupant rental fees.
As of December 31, 2008, ECS listed 339 unidentified conduits in gross plant inventory at a
value of $308,849.
We partly attribute these problems to ECS’s failure to periodically inspect unassigned
conduits to determine whether the conduits are still usable or even accessible for inspection. ECS
has only one team assigned to do inspections of more than 11,000 manholes. ECS’s current
inspection process is initiated when a request is made for new conduits. DoITT also contributes
to the problem by not undertaking a more assertive role in overseeing the installation and
management of the ECS conduit system. (This matter is discussed in the following section.)
Recommendations
ECS should, for the purposes of calculating excess profits and payments that may be due
the City:
5. Adjust gross plant assets by reducing the valuation of gross plant assets by $85
million accounting for the value of the conduits in unassigned and unidentified
categories.
6. Identify the tenants occupying all the unidentified conduits and bill those tenants.
Once the tenants are being billed, the construction associated with those conduits can
be added back to gross plant assets.
7. Implement procedures and employ new technologies to ensure that inspections of
unassigned and unidentified conduits are carried out on a timely basis.
8. Update the Duct Utilization System (ECS’s conduit-tracking system) to provide more
appropriate information about the status of conduits.
ECS Response: ECS stated, the “Report’s recommendation that ECS not be permitted to
include unassigned conduit in its gross plant assets ignores the reality of the fluctuating
and uncertain demand for conduit space, and the significant cost and efficiency
considerations driving ECS’ build practices. Indeed, if ECS were only permitted to
account for conduit that was occupied, it would have no incentive but to build only when
12
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a request is received. This approach would result in substantially higher overall costs to
run the business, significant delays in providing conduit space to new tenants (with
delays conceivably climbing to as high as a year) and increased disruptions to the City
and its residents as streets are more frequently excavated to meet the demand for space.”
In regard to conduits occupied by unidentified tenants ECS responded, “The facilities in
these conduits may be part of an active network or simply abandoned. Past efforts have
proven to be time-consuming and not cost-effective—the cost of trying to identify and
obtain payments from the occupants (assuming an occupant was still in business)
outweighed the benefits. Nevertheless, ECS remains open to exploring solutions with
DoITT.”
ECS made no reference to recommendations #7 and #8.
DoITT Response: DoITT stated that it “generally agrees with the draft report’s finding
that the valuation of gross plant assets should not be overvalued based on the value
associated with unassigned and unidentified conduits. However, based on the information
provided in the draft audit, DoITT is unable to assess whether $85 million represents the
excess value of unassigned and unidentified categories. Further, DoITT believes it can be
appropriate, efficient and in the City’s interest for ECS to build conduits in anticipation
of future needs, and that it is particularly efficient to do so when City streets are already
open due to municipal construction. This recommendation should, therefore, only be
implemented in a manner that will not result in disincentivizing ECS from exercising
such efficiencies.” DoITT also agreed that ECS should implement procedures and
employ new technologies to ensure that inspection of unassigned and unidentified
conduits are carried out on a timely basis and that ECS should also update its conduittracking system to provide more information about the status of conduits.
Auditor Comment: Although it is DoITT’s responsibility to oversee the construction and
retirement of conduits, we maintain our position that ECS should not include the costs to
construct unassigned conduits until the conduits are actually occupied. The contract does
not call for speculative conduit construction based on potential future needs. Considering
that unassigned conduits represent almost 23 percent of the gross plant value, it is not
equitable to include the construction costs of unassigned conduits in gross plant valuation
while the conduits remain vacant. If and when these conduits are used in the future, they
should be included in the gross plant valuation. In addition, adding the value of conduits
constructed as part of a municipal project and which may remain unassigned for years, is
not equitable and is certainly not the intent of the contract: “If at any time the space in
such subways, conduits ducts shall not be sufficient for all the companies or corporations
so applying for the same, or for the city of New York, or any of its departments, the
additional space shall be provided by the party of the second part [ECS] at its own cost.”
If ECS wants to stockpile newly-built conduits for future use and thereby reduce its
future costs when and if the conduits finally become occupied, then and only then should
it add that construction cost to inventory. The contract did not intend for ECS to stockpile
numerous vacant conduits. Taking into consideration our analysis that only 1.3 percent of
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the conduits built in 2007 and 2008 were used by non-Verizon vendors, 70 percent
remained vacant, and 28 percent were occupied by Verizon, its parent company, ECS
with the help of Verizon should be better able to predict the future demand for conduits.
Furthermore, ECS’s response regarding conduits in the unidentified category does not
justify retaining the construction costs of those conduits in inventory year after year. ECS
contends that “past efforts have proven to be time-consuming and not cost-effective—the
cost of trying to identify and obtain payments from the occupants (assuming an occupant
was still in business) outweighed the benefits.” While it may be time consuming for ECS
to identify those tenants not being billed, it is likewise not cost-effective to the City to
include the construction costs of unidentified conduits.

Lack of Oversight
DoITT has not ensured that ECS effectively manages, constructs, or retires conduits as
required by Section II and Section IV of the agreement. The effect of this is to reduce the
possibility of additional fees being paid to the City because of ECS excess profits (i.e., greater
than 10 percent of gross plant). DoITT officials informed us that ECS does not have any
involvement with the planning of the construction and retirement of conduits.
Notwithstanding DoITT’s position, agreement Section II grants DoITT (the successor to
the agreement’s original first party) the right to demand necessary changes that will increase the
usefulness and efficiency of the system associated with ECS, and Section IV gives DoITT the
right to order or direct the building of new conduits. Thus, Section II of the agreement states in
part:
Such subways, conduits and ducts as the Empire City Subway Company
(Limited) shall be ordered or directed to build, shall be built in accordance with
the plans and specifications therefor furnished or to be furnished by the parties of
the first part, or their successors [i.e., DoITT] and the same shall be provided,
built, equipped, maintained, operated and kept in good repair by and at the cost of
the party of the second part [i.e., ECS] who will, upon reasonable demand of the
parties of the first part, or their successors, [i.e., DoITT] adopt any and all
necessary improvements that will increase the usefulness and efficiency of the
system contemplated by this contract and the acts above referred to. The parties of
the first part and their successors [i.e., DoITT] shall have the right, at any time, to
make such modifications and changes as may be reasonably necessary in said
subways, conduits and ducts or any of them, or the construction, plans, material,
or any other matter connected with them, or any of them, and the part of the
second part [i.e., ECS] shall conform to and carry out any reasonable changes or
modifications so made.
Section IV of the agreement states:
If at any time the space in such subways, conduit ducts shall not be sufficient for
all the companies or corporations so applying for the same, or for the City of New
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York, or any of its departments, the additional space needed shall be provided by
the party of the second part [i.e., ECS] at its own cost, by the construction,
maintenance, equipment and operation of additional subways, conduits and ducts,
sufficient therefore, subject, however, to the same conditions and the same control
by the parties of the first part or their successors, [i.e., DoITT] as the original
subways, conduits and ducts are by the terms of this contract and by any law.

As stated in Section II above, the City ordered or directed ECS to build the original
conduits, and according to Section IV, the same should apply for all subsequent conduit
construction.

Recommendation
9. DoITT should undertake a more assertive role in overseeing the construction and
management of the overall conduit infrastructure system so that the plant valuation is
not inflated with unnecessary construction costs for the purposes of calculating excess
profits and payments that may be due the City.
DoITT Response: DoITT stated that it “will undertake a greater oversight role with
respect to ECS’s construction decisions.”

Conduit Rental Rates
ECS has been charging its customers the same conduit rental rates since 1986. In its last
rate increase request to DoITT in 2001, ECS presented documents showing that conduit users in
Manhattan and the Bronx were charged one of the lowest conduit rental rates in the United
States. DoITT did not address ECS’s request for a rate increase.
ECS’s rental rates are based on the size and length of the conduit. The current annual
rental rates are $0.70 per foot for conduits 2.5 inches or less, $0.79 per foot for a 3-inch conduit,
and $1.10 per foot for a 4-inch conduit. As of December 31, 2008, ECS’s inventory contained
25,469 conduits that were 2.5 inches or less totaling 6.8 million feet, 127,670 3-inch conduits
totaling 37.6 million feet, and 60,662 4-inch conduits totaling 20.9 million feet.
In 2001, ECS conducted a survey of rental rates charged for 4-inch conduits in various
cities across the country. The survey revealed that the average conduit rate for the nine
jurisdictions surveyed was $3.43 per foot (only one city charged less than ECS). Four
northeastern cities in the survey were charging between $4.50 and $5.50 per foot.3
During the course of this audit, we verified the current rates charged by three of these
four northeastern cities and found that the rates have not changed since the survey. In 2001, ECS
requested that its rate be increased from $1.10 to $2.60 per foot (a 136 percent increase).
3
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Considering the 92.65 percent cumulative rate of inflation from 1986 to the end of 2008, the
current $1.10 rental fee charged by ECS has the purchasing power of $0.57 in 1986 dollars.
Furthermore, the consumer price index for the northeast area stood at 110.8 in the beginning of
1986 and at 225.1 in December 2008, an increase of 103 percent during the 23-year period that
ECS’s rate was not adjusted.
Had DoITT approved the 2001 rate increase request of 136 percent for all ECS conduits,
by the end of 2002 ECS would have turned a profit in excess of 10 percent of adjusted gross
plant assets (after adjusting for depreciation previously discussed) and eliminated the deficit of
$51.9 million that it had accumulated since 1994. Furthermore, had the adjusted gross plant
method been in use from 2002 to 2008, the City would have been entitled to additional payments
from ECS totaling more than $262 million.
The City’s Law Department contends that a rental rate increase resulting in additional
revenue for the City could be successfully challenged in court. The opinion is based on a 1922
Supreme Court ruling (City of New York against Empire City Subway Company) that was later
upheld by the Appellate Division.
Recommendation
10. DoITT should consider seeking legislative change stating that it is just and reasonable
to set the conduit rental rate at a competitive level that permits the contract to
generate revenue for the City. A new rate should take into account the rate of inflation
and be comparable to conduit rental rates charged in other cities.
DoITT Response: DoITT stated that it “will consider pursuing a legislative change that
would expand the City’s discretion in ECS rate-setting, including potential revenuegeneration, but only if such new framework can be implemented compatibly with the
City’s objectives of protecting City consumers from excessive rates for cable TV,
telephone and internet and fostering a competitive communications environment that
expands consumer choice.”
Auditor Comment: In our recommendation, we took into consideration DoITT’s concern
regarding “protecting City consumers from excessive rates for cable TV, telephone and
internet service.” First, the rates charged by telecommunication companies for telephone
services are regulated by the New York Public Service Commission, which weighs
requests for rate increases against a fair rate to be charged to consumers. Second, the
rates charged for cable TV and Internet services are established by the outside market,
and the rates must be competitive. Last, a single ECS conduit can ultimately service
multiple buildings and in turn provide cable TV, telephone, and Internet service to
numerous consumers. Therefore, while any increase in the conduit rates charged by ECS
could be used as an excuse to raise the rates of those services, the actual costs spread
among the multiple services provided to numerous customers should actually result in an
insignificant increase to individual customers.
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